
This is a presentation of re:publica19 1.  
The thirteenth edition of the conference (some call 
it a festival) will happen on  May 6, 7 and 8 at  
STATION Berlin 2. The hashtag is #rp19  and the 
motto is tl;dr which is Internet slang and stands for  
too long; didn’t read 3.

1 19.re-publica.com

2 Luckenwalder Str. 4–6, 10963 Berlin

3 tl;dr, short for “too long; didn’t read”, is Internet slang to say that some text being replied  

 to has been ignored because of its length. In slang it can also stand for “too lazy; didn’t read”.  

 It is also used  as a signifier for a summary of an online post or news article.  

 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/tl;dr (accessed September 21, 2018)



re:publica. The Conference. The Festival.

The re:publica in Berlin is the largest conference 

on the topics of the internet and digital society in 

Europe. More than 19,500 participants from 80 

countries came to the re:publica 2018 in Berlin to 

discuss current issues over the conference’s three 

days. More than 500 sessions led by more than 

900 speakers on 20 stages, art installations and 

live music make the re:publica into a festival for 

digital culture.
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Knowledge, Synergies & Inspiration

re:publica focuses on the direct 

exchange of knowledge and 

networking people. This creates 

innovation and synergies between 

different areas of civil society, 

(internet) politics and policy, 

businesses, technology, science  

and (pop) culture.
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Impressions 

Video — re:publica 2018
https://youtu.be/BV2qJ1HaHf0

Video — re:publica 2017
https://youtu.be/OhzORy4iTwU

… more videos on the re:publica channel on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/republica2010

Photos
www.flickr.com/photos/re-publica

https://youtu.be/BV2qJ1HaHf0
https://youtu.be/BV2qJ1HaHf0
https://youtu.be/BV2qJ1HaHf0
https://youtu.be/BV2qJ1HaHf0


Participants

re:publica’s participants form a cross-section of 

our (digital) society. They include representatives 

from the sciences, politics, business, hacker 

culture, activism, NGOs, development, media, blogs 

& social media and also the German, European 

and international internet community, its thought 

leaders and multipliers.
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Attendee structure #rp18
“Well-educated, regular attendees from advertising, PR and marketing  
make up the core of #rp18 audience.«
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Reasons to Attend #rp18
Inspiration ist queen! Professional development particularly relevant for first-time visitors and women.

Most Important Reasons for Attending

INSPIRATION

THE RE:PUBLICA PROGRAMME

NEW CONTACTS/NETWORKING
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ETC.
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The Motto

Each year the re:publica team specifies a thematic 

focus that can be found in the conference motto. 

The motto as well as the entire arrangement of the 

programme offerings is oriented towards relevant, 

current events, topics and issues.

MAY 8–10   STATION BERLIN
re-publIcA.lOl   #rp17

www.republica.com   #rp18

The mosT inspiring fesTival for The digiTal socieTy

STATION BERLIN · MAY 2–4

1 DIN A1, 594 x 841 mm
2 Luckenwalder Str. 4–6, 10963 Berlin
3 in real life
4 tl;dr, short for “too long; didn’t read”, is Internet slang to say that some text being replied  
 to has been ignored because of its length. In slang it can also stand for “too lazy; didn’t read”.  
 It is also used as a signifier for a summary of an online post or news article. 
 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/tl;dr (accessed September 21, 2018)

This is a poster1 promoting re:publica19. 
The thirteenth edition of the conference (some call  
it a festival) will happen on May 6, 7 and 8 at  
STATION Berlin2. Feel free to find out more on our 
website: 19.re-publica.com. Once again and IRL3  
we will bring together a diverse group of people from  
all over the world: the digital society. We will talk, we  
will debate, we may argue; but more than ever, we  
will go IN DEPTH. Because things are complicated. 
Things are complex. Things need to be thought  
through, discussed and looked at from different angles. 
This is why we are dedicating the next re:publica  
to the long read, the small print, the footnotes; to the  
power of research, the power of controversy and the 
urgency NOT to simplify the issues that divide (or  
unite!) us. The hashtag is #rp19 and the motto is  

tl;dr which is Internet slang and stands for  
too long; didn’t read 4.

2019

2017

2018



tl;dr — too long; didn’t read
The Motto for #rp19

The #rp19 is dedicated to the fine print. To the footnotes. To the power of research, 

knowledge and controversy. To the necessity and urgency for critically questioning the 

issues that polarise and divide us – or even unite us.  

When reduction and abridgement become transformed into simple watchwords and 

slogans that are misused to divide society and destroy democratic systems, we must 

resist them with knowledge and information, empathy, dialogue and solidarity.
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Call for Participation

The active involvement by participants – initiated 

in the “Call for Participation” preceding the 

conference – is what makes each re:publica unique. 

Anyone interested in doing so submits exciting 

topics, ideas or projects, which can then become 

part of the programme. This is how re:publica 

achieves such a high degree of thematic diversity 

and such exceptional networking opportunities.
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Tracks & Topics

An Integrated Approach

All areas of social life take place 

during the re:publica and are 

reflected in the following tracks:
12

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

RESEARCH & EDUCATION

LEISURE & LIFESTYLE

MOBILITY & CITY

ARTS & CULTURE

POLITICS & SOCIETY

MEDIA & JOURNALISM

BUSINESS & INNOVATION
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re:publica International

We want to promote the development of a network of creative industries, create a platform for a 

networked digital society and bundle positive energies – all around the globe.

2016 re:publica Dublin, Ireland; first re:publica outside of Germany

2017  re:publica Dublin, Ireland

2017  re:publica Thessaloniki, Greece

2018 re:publica Accra, Ghana; first re:publica in Africa

2018 Sequencer Tour Los Angeles, USA

sequencer
sequencer

sequencer
sequencer

Europe’s biggest 
club festival 
goes LA

Los Angeles
Oct 30 — Nov 05, 2018

                Sequencer-Tour.com
        �SequencerTour
  �SequencerTour
                       #SequencerTour



Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | flickr | Instagram | LinkedIn

Elke Allenstein
Head of partner Management & Cooperations

elke.allenstein@re-publica.com
+49 (0)30 20 23 71 432
 
re:publica is organized by
republica GmbH
Crellestraße 12
10827 Berlin
Germany

www.re-publica.com

re:connect

http://www.facebook.com/republica
http://twitter.com/republica%20
http://www.youtube.com/user/republica2010
http://www.flickr.com/photos/re-publica
http://www.instagram.com/re_publica
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/4092114

